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This paper onsiders real time alulation of ship to ship interation fores in a maritime simulator.
Maritime simulators are used for marine engineering and training of naval oers. In the simulator, it
is possible to navigate realisti ship models in realisti marine environments. The more aurate the
physial modeling of the environment, the higher the quality of the training and engineering. Motion of
ships are determined by the fores on the ships from the environment. The fores on ships omes from
interation with other ships, xed or oating strutures, the seabed, wind, waves, visous frition et.
The main hallenge is that all fores have to be alulated in real time, and that the alulations
of the solutions needs to be fast and salable. This paper onsiders alulation of ship-ship interation
fores based on an existing potential ow nite dierene (FD) model for large-sale oean wave modeling
[2℄; extended to inlude a new weighted least squares (WLS) approximation body boundary ondition
(BC) on the ship's hull. The model is solved using an eient multigrid preonditioned defet orretion
solver (PDC) [1℄ and implemented in parallel on high-througput many-ore graphial proessing units
(GPU) using the CUDA API [3℄, [4℄. The newWLS approximation of the body BC is similar to immersed
boundary methods (IBM) for ellipti equations [9℄, in partiular the inhomogeneous Neumann IBM. This
development is a result of an ongoing eort to develop more aurate, eient and exible models of wave
fores on ships, and earlier developments have been presented at previous workshops and onferenes [6℄,
[8℄, [7℄. This ship-ship interation model is developed in ooperation between the Tehnial University of
Denmark and FORCE Tehnology and is urrently being integrated into the maritime simulator SimFlex4
at FORCE Tehnology.
The ship to ship interation time depends on the speed dierene between ships and the ship sizes
T = L/∆U . If two ships meet head on, the interation time is short and if a ship is overtaking another
the interation time is longer. Simple alulations suggest that the fore alulation frequeny should be
in the range 0.1 to 10 Hz. Analysis relevant for determining feasibility of real time alulations is given
in [3℄, [1℄.
Double Body Flow Model
The double body ow model is based on potential ow theory, i.e. the water is assumed to be inom-
pressible, invisid and irrotational, and the uid veloity is alulated from the salar veloity potential
by u = ∇φ. The veloity potential satises mass onservation in the uid volume Ω through the Laplae
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equation and the kinemati BC's on the at free surfae, the sea bed and the on bodies in the uid
∇2φ = 0, z ∈ [−h, 0], (1)
∂φ
∂z
= 0, z = 0, (2)
n · ∇φ = 0, z = −h, (3)
n · ∇φ = n · uB, x ∈ SB, (4)
where h is the sea depth, the still water level is at z = 0, n = (nx, ny, nz)
T
is the outward normal vetor
to the uid boundary, uB is the body veloity and SB is the body surfae. The fores and moments
on the bodies are alulated from integration of the dynami pressure over the body surfaes. The uid
domain Ω is either unbounded in the horizontal diretion and subjet to far eld BC's or bounded by
walls with kinemati BC's.
Numerial Solution
The solution for the veloity potential is found in the nite physial domain Ω = [0, Lx]× [0, Ly]× [−h, 0],
and the Laplae equation and the boundary ondition are solved using a unit ube omputational domain
Ξ = [0, 1]3. The transformation between the omputational domain and the physial domain is done
with algebrai grid strething funtions and transnite interpolation, and the FD disretization of the
Laplae equation and outer boundary onditions are desribed in [2℄, [3℄ and [1℄.
The following desribes the WLS approximation of the body BC (4) and the oupling with the FD
approximation of the Laplae equation (1). The Laplae equation is only solved on uid points, i.e. the
points outside the bodies. To distinguish between points inside and outside the bodies, a sign funtion
is dened on the FD grid whih is negative inside bodies and positive outside bodies
sgn(x) =
{ −bodyID if x ∈ ΩB,
1 else,
(5)
where bodyID is a unique body index, and ΩB is the domain inside the bodies. The points inside the
bodies whih belong to a FD stenil of a point outside a body are marked as ghost points. The degrees
of freedom assoiated with ghost points are used to satisfy the body BC. The points on the ship hull
where the body BC are satised are the body points, and they are found from a normal projetion of the
ghost points onto the ship hull. A stenil xi,j,k ∈ S of uid points is assoiated with eah ghost point.
The WLS stenil points are found from a entered stenil around the body point, with stenil half width
∆S . Only points outside the body tangent plane through the body point are inluded in the stenil.
The body BC is approximated along the normal oordinate n = x · n, and the WLS oeients for the
normal derivative
∂φ
∂n
= n · ∇φ are found by Taylor expansions from the body point xB to the points in
the WLS stenil
φi,j,k ≈
αmax∑
|α|=0
∆nαi,j,k
α!
(Dαφ)x=xB ,
∆ni,j,k = N(xi,j,k − xB), ∀xi,j,k ∈ S (6)
where N is the basis hange matrix whih ontains the body surfae normal vetor and two body surfae
tangent vetors as basis vetors. The expansions are arranged in a linear system of equations Ad = f
where d is the vetor ontaining the derivatives Dαφ, and f is the vetor ontaining the funtion values
at the stenil points. A weight is assoiated with eah stenil point, and they are arranged in a diagonal
matrix W. The linear system is overdetermined, and the solution is found by weighted quadrati
minimization of the residual, resulting in a linear system of equations A
T
WAd = ATWf , and it has a
unique solution provided that the square matrix A
T
WA is non-singular. The oeients for the normal
derivative are in the seond row of the matrix
[
A
T
WA
]−1
A
T
W.
Parallel GPU Implementation of the WLS Body BC
The GPU implementation of the FD part of the model is desribed in [2℄ and [3℄. Unlike the FD method,
the WLS approximation is based on an unstrutured point set. Hene it is not possible to immediately
utilize the data struture of the strutured FD grid. Instead the following onnetivity information is
needed for eah ghost point: The index of the body point, the diretion vetor from the ghost point
to the body point, the stenil index list and a list with the WLS oeients for the body BC. In the
urrent implementation, the WLS oeients are alulated on the CPU and opied to the GPU where
they are stored in the global memory. The Laplae equation is solved on the GPU using a multigrid
preonditioned PDC solver in whih the residuals are alulated using a matrix-free implementation of
the matrix-vetor produt between the FD Laplae operator and the solution vetor. All the boundary
onditions are imposed on the solution prior to eah multipliation with the FD Laplae operator. The
WLS approximation of the body BC is given by the inner produt of the solution and the WLS oeients
∂φ
∂n
≈
∑
m∈S
amφi(m),j(m),k(m) = n · uB. (7)
The body BC's are independent of eah other, and the solution values at the ghost points an be updated
expliitly in independent CUDA kernels. A speial Red-Blak Z-line smoother is used where the one-
dimensional FD Laplae problem in the vertial diretion is solved with Gauss-Seidel iteration instead of
a diret modied Thomas algorithm [3℄. This is done to avoid the diult implementation of a Thomas
algorithm for the WLS IBM.
Two Spheroids in a Retangular Channel
Interation between two spheroids in a hannel with a retangular ross setion is onsidered as an
example appliation, similar to the example in [5℄. Eah spheroid has length L = 1.0 m, breadth
B = 0.2 m and draft D = 0.1 m. The hannel has length Lx = 4.0 m, width Ly = 1.0 m and depth
h = 0.25 m. The rst spheroid has a xed position in the hannel at x0 = 2.0 m, y0 = 1/3 m, measured
at the enter of the spheroid. The seond spheroid has an initial position at x0 = 1.0 m, y0 = 2/3 m
and a onstant forward speed of U = 0.2 m/s. This orresponds to a depth-based Froude number of
Frh = U/
√
gh = 0.13 and length-based Froude number of FrL = U/
√
gL = 0.06, hene the speed of the
moving spheroid is relatively low in both ases. The fores on the xed spheroid are examined over the
time interval t = [0 s, 10 s], that is the time it takes for the moving spheroid to pass the xed spheroid.
The FD and WLS approximations are both of seond order. The tolerane on the relative residual in
the PDC solver is rtol = 10−4. The hannel with the spheroids in their initial position and an example
of the alulated veloity potential are seen in Figure 1. The omputational performane for exeution
on the GTX 680 GPU with 1536 ores and 2048 MB RAM and the alulated fores are seen in Figure
2. Note that the GPU implementation is not yet optimized, and the setup of the sgn funtion and the
WLS BC are still done sequentially on the CPU.
Figure 1: Left: Initial onguration of the two spheroids in a retangular hannel. The size of the FD
grid is 257 × 65 × 17. Right: The orresponding veloity potential at the surfae at t = 0. The blak
dots mark the ghost point assoiated with the body BCs.
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Figure 2: Left the absolute omputation time per time step for grid sizes of 257× 65× 17, 385× 97× 25,
513× 129× 33, 769× 193× 49, 1025× 257× 65 and 1537× 257× 97. The −− line shows O(N) saling,
and the − · − line shows linear saling with the number of ghost points. Right: Surge, sway and yaw on
the xed spheroid for the same problem sizes as on the left gure.
Conlusion
A new WLS IBM for the inhomogeneous Neumann body BC has been presented. The WLS IBM is
ombined with the FD approximation of Laplae equation for the veloity potential. This ombination
enables alulation of ow around omplex geometries like a ship hull without the trouble of ompliated
grid generation. An example appliation with interation between two spheroids in a hannel demon-
strates the potential of the new WLS IBM. The eient multigrid preonditioned PDC solver and the
parallel GPU implementation makes it possible to solve the double body ow problem within the range
of real-time appliation. Signiant performane gains are still to be expeted from algorithmi tuning,
implementation optimization and better hardware.
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